LMS Archery Shoot
Tuesday Afternoon
Ross Stevens, Stevens Engineering, will once again be
organizing the Archery Shoot for Tuesday afternoon. There will
be about 10, high quality targets in the shoot, randomly set at
different ranges, as well as a practice bag to warm‐up on prior
to the shoot. It’s an informal, friendly event that brings‐
together your LMS hunting and archery buddies and women of all skill levels. Yes – there are a
few really good shooters that always vie for the high score award, which is a cool lookin’ trophy.
Leave your range finders in the truck, as this event is all about stepping up to the mark and
taking your best shot.
We have sponsors, consisting of ski‐industry vendors that you know and
work with. We have many sponsors so we can obtain a variety of great 3‐D
targets and a trophy. High score archer for the event gets to take home the
trophy, as well as his first choice of the 3‐D targets. Second high score gets
next pick of the targets to take home and so‐on until the 3‐D targets are all
gone.
This is a rain, snow, or shine event. In the event of rain, Jiminy Peak Resort is gracious enough
to let us shoot out from underneath their detachable chairlift loading area which is covered
with a big building. Plenty of room for spectators too! Many ski areas send several archers to
this event, so don’t hold‐back!! Rumor has it that some of the Canadian boys are going to bring
their cross‐bows. BRING IT – we will make special plans for you guys to compete.
Practice up this winter and bring your bow and arrows with field points for the shoot.
Please indicate on the registration form if you want to participate, so we have a guess at the
number of participants.

